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“Recycling is in the genes of
ELG, with sustainability being
an inborn trait. Originating
as a pioneer in metal recycling,
we have created a continuously
evolving, leading-edge company, perfectly adapted to
recognize and capitalize on
opportunity in today’s ‘wasteconscious’ world.”

Detlef Drafz
CEO of ELG Haniel GmbH
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/ In the vanguard 		
of global recycling

01/
I n t h e va n g ua r d o f
g lobal r ecycling

	0 1 / 1 O b j e c t i v e o f T h i s
R e p or t

deals with the topics that were identified
by ELG and its stakeholders as being particularly important.

This sustainability report is a pre-

As this constitutes ELG’s first sus-

miere. It is the first document in a se-

tainability report, we aimed to provide

quence of reports to follow designed by

introductory information on the business

the ELG Haniel Group (“ELG”) to provide

we do in a level of detail which may not be

the reader with an explanation of our un-

necessary in future reports. At the same

derstanding of sustainability by sharing an

time, the first report focuses on our first

insight into our way of doing business as

set of initiatives and goals in sustainability

well as an understanding of why this way

reporting, while subsequent reports will

has been chosen.

outline the progress we achieve with the
initiatives we engage in.

The first report focuses on
our first set of initiatives
and goals in sustainability
reporting.

    While we are devoted to covering all
relevant areas of interest for you comprehensively, it is ELG’s style to be concise. It
goes without saying that questions which
may remain open as a consequence can be
directed to ELG’s Corporate Responsibility
Team at any time and will be dealt with
promptly.

This report will focus on the ac-

As we share common values with

tivities pertaining to corporate responsi-

our long-standing parent company, Franz

bility within ELG, which is headed by ELG

Haniel & Cie. GmbH (“HANIEL”), this re-

Haniel GmbH, a German corporation

port is set up in correspondence with their

based in Duisburg. Starting with an over-

recently published corporate responsibil-

view of ELG’s business in general we will go

ity report for 2013, “Valued Bonds”. We

into detail on how corporate responsibility

also refer you to the reports issued by the

is organized within ELG, what its scope

other HANIEL affiliated companies, TAKKT

is, and how this report was prepared. The

AG (“TAKKT”), CWS-boco International

heart of the report is Chapter 06, which

GmbH (“CWS-boco”), and METRO GROUP
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(“METRO”) to learn more about their specific business activities and undertakings
with regard to corporate responsibility.
These are available via their respective
websites.
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the reporting body on the
one hand and to the stakeholders that are affected
or potentially impacted by
our activities on the other
hand.

This report has been produced
in adherence to GRI - G4 of the Global

A full Content Index is provided at

Reporting Initiative located in Amster-

the end of this report. ELG did not seek

dam, the Netherlands. Thus, the report

an external assessment of this report.

follows the structure stipulated by the

This report covers ELG’s fiscal year

latest format of sustainability reporting

2013 comprising the time b
 etween Janu-

to allow for maximum transparency and

ary 1, 2013, and December 31, 2013. Devia-

comparability. The “in accordance” op-

tions from this period, if any, are marked

tion of the Global Reporting Initiative we

as such.

have chosen is Core.

We aim to provide you with an update of our sustainability activities in a

In essence, this struc
ture aims to inform

you
about ELG in gen
eral and more specific
ally about subjects
that have been identi
fied as vital to us as

progress report on 2014 in spring 2015.
The next detailed 
sus
tainability 
report
covering the 

reporting years 2014 and
2015 will be available in spring 2016.

/ G4 — 18
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/ Keynote by Detlef Drafz, CEO

02/
Keynote by
Detlef Drafz, ceo 

Dear Reader,
Not long ago, ELG celebrated its 50th anniversary. As we
deemed appropriate, we held the celebrations near our corporate
roots in the heart of the Ruhr Area in Duisburg, Germany. We welcomed as participants not only our employees but also representatives of several of our valued customers and suppliers, colleagues
from our shareholder HANIEL, and delegates from many of our
other trusted business partners.
When I initiated the compilation of this sustainability report
and learned of the methods the report was going to be designed by,
I was pleased to note that at the core of it stands the stakeholder
dialogue. As our understanding of success is based on continuity
and relationship building, we are constantly engaged in a dialogue
with the partners we have achieved success with and may do in the
future. This is not only because many of them have recently been
our guests at the anniversary celebrations. Instead, it is our experience that long-term business success can only grow further with
solid relationships on the one hand and communication channels
that are as lively and open as possible on the other.

/ Keynote by Detlef Drafz, CEO
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In the course of the development of this report, we added to
this principle and conducted a formalized dialogue on sustainability
to learn more about the expectations of our stakeholders in this
regard. It provided great insight into how congruent our own focus
in this respect is with the perception of ELG by our shareholder, our
customers, our suppliers, and our financial partners. In particular, the
views and input of our employees served as a valuable indicator as
to where we stand and what issues we may put even more focus on.
We at ELG have always strived to improve constantly in many
aspects of our business. In this endeavor, the following report marks
the beginning of an intensified exchange on how sustainability at
ELG is being practiced. It has already proven to be a reminder for
us to regularly question, explain, and discuss what we sometimes
take for granted in order to continuously evolve further.
I invite you to read and comprehend our view on sustainability and to feed back to us what you have to add to this
understanding.

Detlef Drafz / CEO of ELG Haniel GmbH
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03/1 The

reused infinitely. For the purpose of metal

B u s i n e s s A c t i v i t i e s

recycling of this secondary raw material as

of ELG

conducted by ELG, both industrial arisings
and reclaimed materials are collected at

ELG is a truly global, m
 arket-leading

ELG yards worldwide, processed to cus-

group of companies in the business of

tomers’ specifications, and sold to steel

trading and processing primary and sec-

mills worldwide, thereby being brought

ondary raw materials in particular for the

back into the recycling cycle (see Figure 1).

stainless steel industry. The raw material

ELG works with thousands of trusted

we handle is predominantly the result of

suppliers in order to source small and


urban mining, i.e. various qualities of man-

medium-sized lots of material of manifold

made scrap metal, which can be used and

compositions and qualities. Our suppliers

Figure 1: Part of the metal life cycle
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in turn collect such and oftentimes other

Thereafter, to put it simply, the val-

material from their downstream trade

ue creation of ELG then consists of trans-

partners, and so on. It is a characteristic

forming the heterogeneous collection of

of the metal scrap trade that supplier re-

materials into a tailor-made, homogeneous,

lationships are built on mutual trust and

and constant stream of valuable raw ma-

in many cases last for decades. At the

terial to be used by its global customers

same time, however, all traders of this raw

(see Figure 2, tonnages pertain to stainless

material diligently keep their respective

steel scrap). We at ELG contribute to reduc-

sources secret as access to the source of

ing the stream of metal waste, turn it back

arising constitutes a potential competi-

into raw material, and enable our customers

tive advantage. While this implies that it is

to transform it into new products. Together,

impossible to oversee the full cycle of the

we serve to close the loop for what was

material stream, it is our employees’ years

formerly a limited resource.

and years of experience paired with modern investigative tools that best secure the

Figure 2: Processing chain in metal recycling

adherence of our suppliers to ELG’s high
standard of values.

It is this relationship
between ELG’s supplier
base and our traders
that safeguards the
high volume of material
that flows into ELG’s
yards across the globe.
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arisings
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Figure 3: ELG operations
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ELG currently operates 46 scrap-

of material from across the globe and

yards in 19 countries worldwide (see

to safeguard reliable delivery to order

Figure 3). As ELG’s customers consist

wherever the demand may shift to (see

of steel mills worldwide, the yard net-

Figure 4 on page 11).

work is designed to allow the sourcing
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Figure 4: Global flow of materials
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/ Corporate structure

shows the sales contribution of the dif
ferent business segments ELG is active
in as well as ELG’s main global brands.

ELG was founded in Germany in

ELG is committed to further

1962 and has pursued a corporate strat

internationalizing its activities and ex

egy of internationalization ever since.

panding on its sophisticated recycling

The Company was fully taken over by

processes. In this endeavor, ELG once

HANIEL in two steps in 1983 and 1989,

more strengthened its standing in the

respectively.

market segment of superalloys in 2013

HANIEL is a German family equi

by means of two acquisitions.

ty company. The 100 percent family-

In order to enrich our global net

owned holding company manages its

work for the benefit of our customers,

diversified portfolio and pursues a long-

ELG acquired the UK-based ABS Group

term investment strategy as a value de

(“ABS”) in February 2013. ABS maintains

veloper. HANIEL’s portfolio consists of

recycling facilities particularly for su

four divisions, each of which holds a

peralloys in the UK, USA, France, and

market-leading position in its field of

South Africa and was integrated into

expertise. One of these divisions is ELG.

ELG’s division ELG Superalloys.

While supported by HANIEL in terms

In July 2013, we acquired Metal

of administrative advice and strategic

Management Aerospace, Inc., situated

feedback, the operational responsibility

in Hartford, Connecticut, USA (“MMA”),

and the determination and particularly

thereby continuing our growth strategy

the implementation of the strategy to

in aerospace scrap processing and re

be followed rests with ELG.

vert management. With its cutting-edge

Initially focused on recycling

processing

facilities,

extraordinary

metal scrap bound for the stainless

customer recognition, and well-trained

steel industry, ELG has broadened its

employees, MMA complemented ELG’s

scope of services towards the recycling

presence in this segment well. After the

of high-performance materials, in par

acquisition, the company was renamed

ticular superalloys, titanium, and carbon

ELG Utica Alloys (Hartford), Inc.

fibers. Figure 5 on the following page

/G
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Figure 5: ELG business segments and their contribution to ELG’s global sales
elg haniel gmbh
duisburg
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titani u m
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car b on fi b er,
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83 %

10%

7%

of sales

of sales

of sales

In this part of ELG’s recycling
business, inter alia nickel-based turn-

Adherence to the highest degree
of quality in terms of composition and

ings are treated in a multi-step pro-

purity is key to success in this industry

cedure in order for the material to be

segment. We achieve this by maintain-

ready for shipment. ELG has invent-

ing a strict focus on quality management

ed and enhanced special processing

and our long-term and trustful coopera-

equipment to enable it to reliably de-

tion with our valued customers and sup-

liver the appropriate results that are

pliers.

requested by its customers.
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03/3 key

difficult market environment and declin-

financials

ing commodity prices. As a result of this,

2013

both ELG’s output tonnage and revenue
declined significantly as compared to

Despite the successful expan-

the financial year ending December 2012.

sion of ELG’s activities in the superal-

With this in mind, ELG performed well,

loys market segment, ELG’s business

although we were not able to match the

development was weighed down by the

previous year’s operating profit.

/ Corporate structure
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Figure 6: Key figures for ELG
2012
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04/
management
approach

0 4 / 1 O r g a n i z at i o n a l

all through ELG’s organization. We take

Structure and ...........

pride in the fact that our decentralized op-

Go v e r n a n c e

erations and headquarter alike are managed where we do business. Located, for

ELG is headed by Germany-based

instance, in global scrap processing hubs

ELG Haniel GmbH which is led by a Board

such as Duisburg (Germany), Sheffield

of Directors consisting of:

(UK), Rotterdam (the Netherlands), Pittsburgh (USA) or Kaohsiung (Taiwan), our
facilities are always close to the market

C hief E x ec u ti v e O fficer

and our management is always close to the

Detlef Drafz

shop floor – and that proximity is not only

C hief F inancial O fficer

Silke Landwehrmann
C hief Marketing O fficer

Norbert Späker



a physical one but even more so a matter
of mindset.
Despite ELG’s global footprint,
there is a culture of continuous attunement
in terms of targets, values, and strategy.

As the Group’s holding company,

Several times per year, the leaders of our

ELG’s headquarter in Duisburg features

local operations attend management

the key central administrative departments

meetings involving ELG’s top executives

at which information from ELG’s decen-

in Duisburg whereby cohesion and mutual

tralized operations and subsidiaries world-

knowledge transfer is fostered further.

wide converges. Connecting the pieces

The same holds true for the

of information with an ever-open ear for

relationship between ELG and our col

the requirements of ELG’s shareholder,

leagues at HANIEL, who work some five

HANIEL, allows the Board of Directors to

miles away. Regular management meet-

take the appropriate strategic decisions for

ings, round tables, and workshops safe-

the multinational, large-scale trading and

guard constant interaction and strong re-

processing house that ELG is.

lationships not only with our shareholder

Few levels of hierarchy and lean
personnel structures provide for direct
communication and swift decision-making

/G
 4 — 26

but also with our sister companies within
the HANIEL Group.

/ Management approach
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	0 4 / 2 C o r p o r at e .. . . . . . . . . .
R e s p o n s i b i l i t y .. . . . . . . . . . .
O r g an i z at i o n
We have deliberately designed
ELG’s sustainability management and
reporting to be a joint effort by all departments headquartered in Duisburg
together with our decentralized opera-

Sustainability is the direct
responsibility of ELG’s CEO,
Detlef Drafz, who is supported by a core Corporate
Responsibility Team.

tional units worldwide. We believe that
sustainability only lives up to its name if

There is constant exchange on the

and as long as it flows through the veins

relevant issues with the contact persons

of the entire corporate organization. This

for stakeholders within the ELG Group

is particularly important in an organiza-

(see 05/1 for details on the formalized

tion as decentralized as ELG. We believe

stakeholder dialogue conducted in 2013).

in the principle of small local units en-

To align the targets identified by

joying great entrepreneurial freedom

ELG’s Corporate Responsibility Team

paired with wide-ranging responsibilities

with HANIEL’s group corporate respon-

for profits, compliance, and sustainable

sibility strategy and to always stay up to

business conduct. At the same time, each

speed on sustainability trends, a formal

operation forms part of the global ELG

exchange process has been established

family with a great sense of unity.

with the corporate responsibility teams

Thus, gathering all the necessary
information for this report, defining ap-

of HANIEL, TAKKT, CWS-boco, and
METRO (see Figure 7 on page 18).

propriate goals to achieve, and ultimately
changing ELG for the better is always an
effort by people throughout and even
outside the company.

/ G4 — 18
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Figure 7: Starting point and HANIEL’s approach
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	0 4 / 3 R i s k /o p p o r t u n i t y
manag ement
Entrepreneurial risks are commonly the flip side of business opportunities.
Exploiting the latter to the benefit of ELG
and its stakeholders is our management
objective while it is imperative to identify
and, where possible, minimize threats to
our business success.
Opportunity management at ELG
is aligned with our strategic direction. In
a broad strategic planning process, our
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assessment, and monitoring of possible
countermeasures.

Risk management reporting
forms an integrated part of
our standardized planning
and budgeting processes
and is governed by guidelines and handbooks.

options are systematically assessed and
initiatives are developed. Such initiatives

In accordance with long-term au-

are further fleshed out in the operational

dit planning, all ELG subsidiaries are ex-

planning process which produces definite

amined systematically by ELG’s Internal

targets to strive for and measures to be

Audit Department. As we follow a risk-

taken. Both the strategic and operational

oriented auditing approach, all subsidiaries

planning processes are developed in close

of ELG are additionally subject to audits

cooperation between the ELG Board of

with varying focus areas, where appropri-

Directors and local management.

ate conducted in close cooperation with

We see risk management as inter-

HANIEL’s Internal Audit Department. The

locking with the planning process, so the

efficiency of the risk management system

risks covered are not only of a financial

is supervised internally and assessed ex-

nature but also comprise operational and

ternally in the course of annual auditing

external (market) risks. Risk management

plans.

in the narrower sense is the responsibility of ELG’s Internal Audit Department
and comprises a periodic analysis of the
risks identified as well as the definition,

/ 19
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We are proud members of several associations, in particular:

Bundesvereinigung Deutscher
Stahlrecycling- und
Entsorgungsunternehmen e.V.

International
Chromium Development
Association

Bureau of International
Recycling

Verband Deutscher Metallhändler e.V.

Composites UK
Trade Association

British Plastics
Federation

Industrievereinigung
Verstärkte Kunststoffe

Carbon
Composites

Aircraft Fleet
Recycling Association

/ Management approach

Due to ELG’s long history within
the scrap industry, we frequently take
leading roles in the aforesaid associations
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Restriction of Chemicals
(REACH).

within the relevant committees and conventions.

Even as early as the 1990s, ELG
took a pioneering role when it introduced

ELG actively enhanced
the understanding of
the environmental
impact of ferrochrome
as traded goods, for
instance, in its capacity
as a Member of the
Steering Committee of
the Ferrochromium
Consortium under the
umbrella of the ICDA
with regard to Regulation (EC) No. 1907/2006
concerning the Registration, Evaluation,
Authorization and

/ 21

sophisticated radioactivity measurement
techniques to the scrap metal industry
together with the BIR. These have now
become the benchmark for scrap traders
worldwide. (See Chapter 06/1 for details
on ELG’s current efforts in this field.)
ELG has further joined the leading
networks for the carbon fiber industry
with the aim of strengthening the awareness of our recycling approach and product range, seeking joint collaborations,
and allowing for an early identification of
important market developments such as
product trends and new recycling technologies.

/ 22
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05/
Management Approach to
C o r p o r a t e R e s p o n s i b i l i t y

0 5 / 1 S ta k e h o l d e r .. . . . . . . .

ate approach not to establish an artificial

dialogue

dialogue with its stakeholders through an
unconnected albeit specialized sustainabil-

For ELG, the management of sus-

ity unit, but to maintain regular contact

tainability is a permanent enhancement

with its key partners through those people

process. In order to constantly monitor

closest to them. Therefore, to make the

the congruence of our corporate values

right selection of which groups of people

with the expectations of our stakehold-

and organizations are connected with

ers with a view to ensuring the long-term

ELG and are impacted by what we do, we

success of our business, we have always

deemed it important to listen closely to the

engaged in open and constructive com-

people inside our organization first and to

munication with our business partners. For

find those who act as key contact persons

the purpose of this report, we decided to

to potential stakeholders.

formalize this communication and specifically broach the issue of sustainability.
To that effect, we determined ELG’s

The identified contact persons
were then asked to report on the nature
and intensity of their relationship with the

central top management at the headquarter

respective ELG stakeholder they serve.

in Duisburg to be the initial internal source

The list of stakeholders found in this way

of information. By means of a constant

comprised our employees, customers, sup-

discussion with the department heads –

pliers, banks, and our shareholder HANIEL.

keeping the interests of and the impact

By means of this process we were able to

on the business in mind at all times – the

confirm that the stakeholders in essence

ELG Board of Directors put forward a ten

already spoke to their respective contact

tative ranking of 20 corporate responsibility

persons about many relevant topics on a

topics. The ranking was designed to be

frequent basis (see Figure 8 on page 23).

a list of what ELG as a corporate citizen
found most important at one end and less
relevant at the other end.
To make this a meaningful exercise,
the appropriate partners for the dialogue
had to be determined. It was ELG’s deliber-

/ G4 — 18, 25–26

/ Management approach to
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Figure 8: Stakeholder dialogue

elg
board
haniel

sales
dept

Hr
dept
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dept
banks

traders
worldwide
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So, as we are in constant interaction with

naire to our customers, suppliers, share-

most of these stakeholders on various

holder, financial partners, and employees.

topics, this time we focused on obtaining

The overall response was positive and the

feedback in particular on our stakeholders’

information retrieved provided a solid

perception of ELG in terms of sustainability.

foundation for the identification of the key

We decided to formalize the dialogue on

elements of our sustainability management

this matter and sent a relevant question-

and reporting.

/ G4 — 18, 24–26
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Figure 9: Project timeline
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page 25) serves to visualize to what extent

M at e r i a l i t y M at r i x

our priorities match the expectations of
ELG’s stakeholders.

The outcome of the formalized

The Sustainability Materiality Ma-

stakeholder dialogue showed inter alia

trix shows the topics which are important

which topics in connection with sustain-

to both ELG and its stakeholders in the

ability were of particular importance to the

top right corner. The individual topics

respective stakeholders. As a result of the

have further been clustered.

formalized dialogue, the following Sustainability Materiality Matrix (see Figure 10 on

/G
 4 — 18, 25, 27

/ Management approach to
corporate responsibility
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Figure 10: Sustainability Materiality Matrix and clusters

Clusters:
Operational focus

Employee focus

Commercial focus

Compliance focus

Importance
for all
stakeholders

Integrity and compliance
Sustainable increase
in corporate value

Responsible
employer

very important

Quality of products
and services
Occupational health and
safety
Compliance with standards
in the supply chain
Transparency

Innovation
of new techniques
Avoidance of corruption

Environmental
protection
Human rights

important

Security of supply
Resource conservation
Data protection

Radioactivity
protection controls

Responsible investments
Support of social initiatives
Community involvement
at our business locations

Incorporation
of stakeholders

Importance
for ELG

Donations and sponsorships

important

very important

We have chosen to focus on the clustered topics above for the purpose of this
report as described in Chapter 06.

/ G4 — 18–21, 27
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Equipment for scrap handling at the yard in Duisburg

Site manager wearing safety equipment

Stainless steel bales
ready for shipment

Turnings destined for full
processing and analysis

Cutting oversized material for remelting

Certified destruction of turbine engine
parts for the aerospace industry

Mutilated turbine engine parts
for remelting

Test-melting for analyzing
purposes

Radiation detector in the middle
of the grapple, moving secondary raw
material

Sampling material for full
in-house analysis of all elements

Full analysis of all elements with X-ray fluorescence (XRF) technology at an internal laboratory
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06/
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Focus Areas
CONTENTs

06/1

06/3

Oper ational
Focus

Employee
Focus

35—39

45—49

06/2

0 6 /4

Compliance
Focus

Commercial
Focus

40—44

50—52
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0 6 / 1 O p e r at i o n a l
F o c u s

As can be seen in the Sustainability Materiality
Matrix, we have clustered the topics “Compliance with standards in the supply chain,” “Quality
of products and services,” and “Radioactivity protection controls” together. While these important
topics may overlap with other clusters, for this
report we felt it was essential to explain what the
common ground for them is in the operational
sense and report on one vital aspect of the cluster.
06/1/1 Quality Management

ous recycling processes we engage in. Also,
we constantly and carefully assess and select

We are well aware that the close and

the many trusted suppliers we source our ma-

long-term industrial partnership with our cus-

terial from all over the world. When process-

tomers rests on ELG’s strict quality manage-

ing scrap at one of our 46 yards, we focus on

ment and continuous improvement in all areas

safeguarding that the products we sell are

of our business in that regard. In this sense we

delivered just in time, feature all elements per

unequivocally share all our stakeholders’ wish

the specification desired, and are checked

for our products and services to be excellent

for the presence of impurities as thoroughly

at all times. In the business of trading and pro-

as technically possible. Another part of this

cessing raw materials for the metal industry,

quality management approach is to help our

such excellence is achieved through careful

customers keep their products free from any

attention to the products’ properties on the

radiation.

one hand and a persistent and considerate
service ethic on the other.

As can be seen in the Sustainability
Materiality Matrix, the formalized stake-

Inter alia our attention is aimed at ob-

holder dialogue brought to light that radio-

taining the relevant certifications for the vari-

activity protection control is only of medium
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importance as a sustainability factor for our

all over the world and at all times and which

stakeholders. For us, however, this topic is

is normally not harmful for living beings. Such

at the core of quality management. Thus,

deviations may have different causes: while

with this report we wish to provide infor-

some radioisotopes are only found as a re-

mation about this topic in order to help our

sult of human activity, the vast majority of

readers understand why detecting possible

these are inherently present due to natural

sources of radioactivity in the waste stream

processes.

we handle on a daily basis is a heartfelt affair.

The challenge in recycling secondary

As early as the 1990s, ELG introduced

raw material is to detect elevated radiation to

state-of-the-art detection devices and made

make it possible to determine whether there

them an imperative tool to be used at our yards

is a potential safety hazard. Our approach to

worldwide. Together with leading equipment

achieve this to the best degree possible is a

suppliers in this field, we developed devices for

triple validation scheme for radioactivity.

the inbound and outbound freight channels to

Firstly, detectors are placed at the entrance

prevent contaminated material from remaining

of each yard capturing any and all material

undetected in the scrap we handle. First and

delivered. Secondly, each load which leaves

foremost, this is a duty we owe to our employ-

the site goes past detection equipment again

ees. Secondly, we take such extra precautions

at every yard’s exit. Thirdly, we use both spe-

to try and serve as one further active filter in

cial grapple detectors and hand-held devices

the metal recycling process for the benefit of

to scan the material during handling. Imple-

anyone who could possibly be exposed and the

menting this scheme forms part of the instruc-

environment as a whole. Lastly, even though

tions derived from the ELG Radiation Guide-

the material we deliver is examined by our cus-

line, which is designed to set our baseline in

tomers as well, we seek to contribute towards

this area, educate and guide our operative

purifying the raw material further in this regard

staff, and provide our Internal Audit Team with

as much as possible to exceed our customers’

the appropriate controlling manual.

expectations and help make their processes
safer and more efficient.

While our yards are able to detect and
eliminate many forms of impurities, hardly ever

It must be emphasized that what we

do we see radioactive sources in the narrower

measure is only radiological deviations from

sense, for instance former medical or technical

the natural background radiation that exists

devices that have not been properly disposed

/ G4 — 20–21
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of and that eventually prove to be dangerous. We believe this to be the result of our
long-term, constant, and close collaboration
with our suppliers with the aim of amplifying detection efforts throughout the supply
chain. Consequently, the material is already
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the above-mentioned
Radiation Guideline which
is a
 pplicable for all entities
within ELG.

checked in earlier spheres of handling, so
the suppliers we choose contribute to our

If an alarm is triggered, the load is

common goal to make the detection network

checked very carefully. Our measuring equip-

as tight as possible. Ultimately, together we

ment is so sensitive that in many cases the

already sensitize the users of possible emis-

trigger turns out to be completely harmless.

sion sources. Ideally, our joint endeavors will

In fact, it may not be the scrap at all: in the

lead to preventing sources from entering the

past, a truck driver who had undergone re-

recycling loop altogether. In that sense – and

cent thyroid gland treatment proved to be

knowing that it covers more facets – we

the “radioactive source” and pieces of yard

connect the important topic “Compliance

equipment that had been transported from a

with standards in the supply chain” with the

region well above sea level, where the natural

promotion of ubiquitous coverage with de-

ionizing radiation is inherently higher, to a

tection devices.

yard near the seaside have also prompted the
alarm system to alert our safety staff.

To further ensure that no
scrap operation within
ELG receives, accepts,
processes, or even sells
material which has not
been properly detected,
we have implemented

/ 37

If an alarm does go off, our employees, being trained and tested constantly,
have the experience and expertise to react
with the necessary professionalism. In the
rare case that a suspicious source is in fact
found, we discard and isolate the delivery
and work together with the pertinent authorities as well as with specialized partner companies to dispose of the material concerned
in the appropriate manner.
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detection devices, equaling 0.007 alarms per
thousand tons delivered.

It is our aim to promote a tightening of

In 2013 we handled a total of 1.44 mil-

the mesh for radioactive sources in the recy-

lion tons of material. We were notified of 10

cling industry as a whole and we will continue

alarms that were reported by our customers’

to play a pioneering role in this field through

detection devices. Again, this equals 0.007

the introduction of innovative t echniques.

alarms per thousand tons delivered.

As neither overall industry standards
nor related data exist in this area, we have
chosen to determine our own criteria with
regard to radioactivity detection for the benefit of our stakeholders. In particular, we

Figure 11: Alarms
2012

2013

total tonnage

total tonnage

strive to ensure that our customers receive
products free from any radiation above the
commonly accepted level. Thus, our ultimate
target is always to have the consignees of our

0

1.5

1.59

million
mt

0

1.5

1.44

million
mt

material report zero radioactivity alarms in
connection with ELG material.
At the same time, we must acknowledge that despite the sophisticated control
system at our worldwide yard network, deviations from the natural ionizing background

11

alar m s

10

alar m s

0.000007

A lar m s
per T on

radiation may occur. Yet what we monitor
and wish to report to our stakeholders is

We are pleased to note that in 2013 –

the number of alarms caused by material

as was the case in the previous year – none

we have delivered, the potential reason why

of these alarms proved to be dangerous.

an abnormality may have occurred, and any

This confirms our general experience with

possible impact of such alarms.

the material we have been dealing with for

In 2012 we handled a total of 1.59 mil-

more than 50 years now. Again, in 2013 no

lion tons of material. We were notified of 11

hazardous sources were delivered and all

alarms that were reported by our customers’

deviations could be ascribed to material
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with minimally elevated radiation levels, e.g.

outbound alarms, we have sought the help

caused by steel tubes with radiant adhesives.

of and employed in 2013 a Global Technical

The respective material was rechecked im-

Officer with a background in metallurgy and

mediately on site and where appropriate

many years of experience in the steel produc-

sent back to ELG, where we separated all

ing industry – thereby virtually incorporating

tainted parts and disposed of these in a pro-

the customer’s view into our organization.

fessional manner.

The Global Technical Officer has

While 0.007 alarms per thousand

been entrusted with the task of compre-

tons shows that we are working towards our

hensively assessing our operating facilities,

ultimate target and lowering the absolute

inspecting the equipment used and pro-

number of alarms, we were unable to report

cesses followed, and advising our staff on

zero incidents. We continuously strive to

enhancing our efficiency in this regard even

achieve this ultimate goal. At the same time

more. His aim is to ensure that our triple vali-

we are aware that our ultimate goal is more

dation scheme is effective and in particular

than ambitious and in view of the natural oc-

that all equipment used for scrap handling

currence of radiation virtually unachievable.

is appropriately equipped with state-of-the-

But for us, monitoring any radiation-related

art grapple detectors worldwide.

deviations from the norm – harmless though

Our Internal Audit Team has been

these may be – serves the aim of transpar-

instructed to focus even more on inter-

ency and raises the overall level of safety.

nal compliance with the measurement

06/1/3 Measures to be taken

Guideline and identify any optimization

standards defined in the ELG Radiation
potential in the handling processes. Lastly,
It is ELG’s desire to further sen-

our yard managers are to cooperate with

sitize our partners upstream and down-

our scrap traders to evaluate in what way

stream within the recycling chain but also

an intensified or more frequent auditing of

our other stakeholders for this topic. Issu-

our supplier base is feasible and beneficial.

ing this report on 2013 will make a contri-

We expect to see results soon and

bution towards this goal.
In order to promote constant improvements in our efforts to achieve zero

wish to provide an update on our activities in the follow-up report covering the
financial year 2014.
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0 6/2 C o m plia n c e
F o c u s

Our stakeholders share our conviction that integ
rity and compliance must form the foundation for
everything we do as members of the ELG family.
The Sustainability Materiality Matrix shows that the
topic “Avoidance of corruption” is considered nearly
equally important by our stakeholders. Therefore,
we wish to outline our perception of compliance,
the projects we have started in this respect, and
the targets we have set ourselves below.
06 /2/1 Compliance and

ELG with the backing and guidance that

governance at ELG

is needed in the global business we engage in. Our close affiliation with one of

ELG is present on five continents, in

the oldest German family-owned compa-

19 countries, and with 46 operational units

nies, HANIEL, adds to this professional

worldwide. As depicted in Chapters 04/1

framework. A clear-cut set of internal

and 04/2 above, it is a unique feature of

Rules of Procedure applicable to all of

ELG that these individual units are granted

our subsidiaries sets the boundaries of

significant operational freedom, allowing

the decision-making leeway our individ-

them to take credit for successes and ac-

ual units enjoy and thereby governs the

cept responsibility for their performance.

manner in which they are to interact with

In this way, we aim to create an atmosphere

their respective supervising entity. These

of entrepreneurial thinking and a sense of

Rules of Procedure are flanked by guide-

accountability, which has been a distinctive

lines in all those areas which require a

success factor for ELG all along.

consistent understanding on the part of

At the same time, our organiza-

all our operational units. Some of those

tion is designed to provide anyone within

rules are developed centrally, oftentimes
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in a cooperative manner with the respec-

and of the business ethics we expect

tive specialized department of HANIEL.

each member of the ELG family to abide

Others are characteristic of our trade and

by. Therefore, the ELG Board has put at

the result of our operational employees’

the very core of the new set of standing

years and years of experience and are

orders the key values that are to prevail

spread across the ELG landscape.

within our company: the Six Principles of
ELG. The ELG Board sensitized all par-

06 /2/2 Standing Orders

ticipants of the management meetings in

Implementation (SOI) Project

September 2013 to these Six Principles of
ELG and reinforced why they have been

While a firm’s culture and sense

written down.

of good corporate governance go well
beyond the sum of written instructions
issued by the firm’s leading body, it is this
set of documents that requires updating
the most. As a result, the ELG Board of
Directors initiated the Standing Orders
Implementation (SOI) Project in 2013.
The objective of this project is twofold:
Firstly, the written governance
framework as described above is to be
reassessed and – where needed – re
designed, amended, or simplified to allow for the individual units to recur again
on clear rules of what to do and what not
to do. The project will deal with all ELG
guidelines that already apply as well as
those guidelines that govern the relationship between ELG and HANIEL.
Secondly, the SOI Project will reinforce awareness of the rules we have
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6

The Six Principles of ELG constitute the d
 esired business culture of our
company. As we trust and value every member of the ELG family we
deliberately refrain from regulating their conduct in great detail. lnstead,
the broad definition of the Six Principles of ELG shall serve as guidance
on every action we take.

P r i n c i p l e s OF ELG
01 / lndependence
through Profit
Generation

02 / Environmental
Responsibility

Preserving nature’s primary resources is
We derive our confidence and independence from the successes we achieve
together. Long-term success always
takes precedence over short-term
profit. Over decades, people at ELG
have ensured these successes with their
commitment, ideas, and hard work. The
competitive edge resulting from this
safeguards the profits we need to stay
self-reliant and free.

the inborn business idea of ELG. Our excellence in the field of recycling stainless steel
and high-performance materials, such as
titanium, superalloys, and carbon fiber
serves to support our business partners in
their efforts to responsibly find a reuse for
products. We take pride in pursuing this
mission with maximum productivity. In this
way, our products and services are made
and delivered to the highest quality, at the
lowest possible cost, with the minimum
consumption of resources.
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03 / Compliance
through Integrity

04 / Empowerment
through Subsidiarity

In countries in which we are active, we

We choose to be different from those cor-

engage in fair competition and respect

porations where many Ievels of manage-

laws, traditions, and social values. Cor-

ment dilute personal responsibility. Regard-

porate interests come before those of

less of the task performed, all people within

individuals. Personal, family, or financial

ELG are asked to take direct responsibility

interests must not play any part in the

for results, to exercise initiative and judg-

decision-making process. Any decision

ment, and to make decisions as required.

we take should be the natural result of

By recruiting people who are well suited to

applying common sense and the spirit of

their jobs and trusting them, we ask them

these Six Principles of ELG. Nonetheless,

to be accountable for their own high stan-

if any doubt about the right conduct per-

dards wherever they work at ELG.

sists, we confide the matter to a colleague
or our compliance officers.

06 / Mutuality

05 / Innovation
The continuous trust placed in us by our
suppliers and customers is appreciated
We continuously improve processes as well

and honored with our dedication to remain

as develop and invest into technologies and

an innovative, reliable, and flexible partner

complementary business models of tomor-

who always faces their demands as a new

row. By creating a culture of plain language

challenge. While we must try to achieve

and open doors we encourage every person

the most competitive terms at all times, our

within ELG to speak up in order to be inno-

aim is to derive benefit for ELG and each of

vative and help us to improve continuously

its business partners alike to allow for an

as a group together.

enduring, successful relationship.
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The principles in essence come as

06 /2/3 Indicator, baseline and targets

no surprise to anyone within ELG – in fact
they must be self-evident. Yet to remind

As ELG already has a well-established

every employee within ELG of what we

system of governance. The targets of the

stand for, the Six Principles of ELG will be

SOI Project are a refinement on the one hand

emphasized and promoted by means of the

and an elevated level of awareness on the

SOI Project.

other.

The goal is for them to become sec-

The revised set of rules will be

ond nature for everyone within ELG to mea-

signed and thereby made binding for all

sure all of his or her decisions in the business

applicable legal entities of ELG in 2014.

context against the Six Principles of ELG.

The rollout will be accompanied by

They are kept extremely concise but

appropriate training programs designed and

are to serve as the core instrument to deter-

delivered by ELG’s Legal and Compliance

mine what “doing the right thing” means.

Department. For the purpose of these train-

Thus, read together with ELG’s Rules of

ing efforts, we will identify and especially

Procedure and applicable guidelines, the

train those employees within ELG that may

Six Principles of ELG are the gist of ELG’s

have a particular exposure to specific com-

Code of Conduct.

pliance risks.
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0 6 / 3 E m p l oy ee . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Focus

All of our stakeholders expect us to be the responsible
employer that we claim to be. The importance of
“Occupational health and safety” that in our view
forms one vital aspect of this responsibility has been
specifically emphasized all through the formalized
stakeholder dialogue. We wish to outline our approach to this subject matter and the initiatives we
have derived from its location within the Sustainability
Materiality Matrix.
06/3/1 Diversity at ELG

Our employees work in many places
across the globe. As shown in the following

The employee structure at ELG can

table, we added another continent – Africa –

be characterized as distinctive in all three

to this regional diversity as a consequence of

aspects of diversity:

the acquisition of ABS in 2013.

The workforce is extremely balanced

Furthermore, the companies within

in terms of age structure. We can thus rely on

ELG abide by relevant trade union agree-

loyal employees with decades of experience

ments, as and when applicable. Temporary

at one end of the scale as well as on young

workers are utilized on an occasional ba-

colleagues fresh from education or early in

sis by some operations within ELG in line

their apprenticeship at the other end.

with all pertinent regulations. If and when

With regard to gender diversity, we

it is felt that individual temporary workers

have a strong focus on male as opposed to

would contribute more to ELG’s success if

female employees. To us this is no surprise as

they were employed directly, we regularly

the steel industry – and even more so the scrap

exploit the opportunity to do this. There are

industry – offers many jobs that are physically

no relevant seasonal implications for the

challenging and mainly attract men at present.

composition of ELG’s workforce.
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Figure 12:
Staff statistics 2012
total headco u nt
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Staff statistics 2013
total headco u nt

R eg u lar e m plo y ees

e x ec u ti v e staff

1,250 1,133 117
G ender ( total )

G ender ( e x ec u ti v e staff )

201
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fe m ale
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age str u ct u re ( total )

≤ 30

31–40

41–50
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> 60

9
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fe m ale
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2
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are committed to wearing the necessary personal protective equipment like

We have taken the opportunity

helmets, safety boots, safety glasses or

presented by our formalized stakeholder

ear protection, depending on the work

dialogue to conduct an appraisal as to

actually carried out. When handling

which concrete standards in the field of

materials, workers also use protective

health and safety prevail at our yards.

gloves to avoid cuts or infections due to

All across the organization, we are well

sharp items in the scrap. Safety training

aware that our employees are potentially

courses and educational workshops have

imperiled by working with scrap and met-

to be attended by ELG yard workers on

als at our yards worldwide and empha-

a regular basis. This includes training on

size that health and safety is a key priority

using machines, securing loads, dealing

for ELG’s yard managers. By identifying

with hazardous substances, or first aid.

potential hazards and appropriate countermeasures to avoid health and safety

06 /3 /3 Indicator, baseline and targets

risks, we are introducing several safety
precautions to prevent occupational accidents.

To ensure maximum protection
for our employees through a state-of-

Due to the nature of our global

the-art health and safety management

organization, our sites comply with local

system, we have initiated the ELG H&S

laws and standards in the first instance.

Project. The process is structured in a

This is not unexpected as all 19 differ-

four-step, employee-focused approach,

ent countries we operate in have passed

with the aim of further improving our

individual regulations on this topic and

health and safety measures:

the first benchmark our yard managers
adhere to are those local standards. In all
cases, they go well beyond these where
the above norms fall short of ELG’s standards. With this in mind, we endeavor
to implement optimized handling processes at all of our sites. Our employees
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subsequent analysis and the identifica01 /

tion of countermeasures – is due to be

Collect data on the
nature of absenteeism
at individual yards

completed by the end of 2014.

02 /

Project, our Human Resources Depart-

Identify patterns, if any

ment will join forces with the Technical

06 /3 /4 Measures to be taken
For the purpose of the ELG H&S

Department and liaise with the respec-

03 /

tive local yard managers at the target-

Determine the benchmark for each cause of
work disturbances /
health issues

ed sites. Initiated and backed by ELG’s
CEO, the project will be guided by the
Internal Audit Team, which is currently
conducting an ELG-wide process assessment touching inter alia the safety procedures, and supervised by the Corporate
Responsibility Team.

04 /

Identify and implement
appropriate counter
measures to improve
the overall standard

We will report on the insights and
activities derived from the ELG H&S Project to you as soon as they become available.

The process of data collection
is planned to be conducted for all our
operational yards. In the first phase, we
aim to implement this at our high-volume
sites. This process – together with the
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0 6 /4 C o m m e r c i a l
F o c u s

We are pleased to note that the “Sustainable
increase in corporate value” of ELG is at the very
top of the list of our stakeholders’ expectations. We,
too, expect to grow and improve and we c
 onstantly
strive to add to this target. Complementing this
broad commercial topic, there is an outspoken
priority for ELG to focus on innovation.
To keep growing sustainably, we

better products. We have contributed to

follow the strategy determination pro-

these efforts by shaping the stainless steel

cess as outlined in Chapter 04, which

recycling industry and recently by excel-

allows us to assess and pursue attrac-

ling in the field of superalloys recycling.

tive, innovative, and potentially reward-

We choose, however, to constantly look

ing business opportunities frequently.

beyond this in order to serve downstream

The successes of our corporate history

users with innovative recycling solutions.

and the confidence we derive from

To that effect, ELG entered a new

them, paired with the financial back-

era of recycling by acquiring ELG Carbon

ground we enjoy, enable us to seize

Fibre Ltd in Coseley, UK (ECF). During

the right opportunities and propel them

recent years, the high-performance ma-

forward when we find them lucrative

terial carbon fiber has seen a sharp rise in

and supplemental to ELG’s culture and

the number of applications. The material’s

business model.

unique features warrant its growing use –
for example in the aerospace, automotive,

06 /4/1 Reclamation of carbon fiber

and wind energy sectors.
By investing in ECF, ELG is look-

Suppliers and customers of sec-

ing beyond the primary applications and

ondary raw materials strive to process an

aims to focus on the moment at which the

increasing variety of materials into ever-

application reaches its end of life. Until

/G
 4 — 20–21
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recently, the natural fate of the material

its resources, ECF provides the means for

was landfill. In contrast, ECF is a pioneer

the safe disposal of CFRP waste. Our goal

in recycling carbon fiber reinforced plastic

is to help companies avoid the unnecessary

(CFRP) and ELG is proud to support this in-

cost of disposing of their carbon fiber waste

novative and visionary emerging enterprise.

through landfill or incineration plants. We

By means of its patented technology, it

regard carbon fiber recycling as a positive

aims to convert composite waste into high-

step towards preventing possibly irrevers-

quality reusable carbon fiber. After ECF’s

ible damage to the environment.

patented pyrolysis process, the properties
of recycled fibers are approximately 90%

06/4/2 Indicator, baseline and targets

of those of virgin fibers. We operate an
energy-efficient plant with a furnace that

As our achievements in stainless

has the capacity to process 2,000 tons of

steel recycling have proven, we strive to

carbon fiber waste each year. The system

increase our contribution to reducing global

has an integrated abatement system that

waste streams. Our vision is to prevent tons

minimizes our emissions and their effect on

of carbon fiber waste from going into land-

the environment. The process enjoys the

fill or being disposed of using other current

full approval of the UK Environment Agency.

unsustainable methods and to reroute the

ECF aims to offer a range of custom-

material to alternative uses after our recy-

made recycled carbon fiber products at

cling efforts. We wish to increase this con-

competitive prices in forms that are readily

tribution significantly in the years to come.

usable in a number of industrial applications.

Our baseline for measuring our suc-

As carbon fiber is lightweight, it is mainly

cess in this endeavor is the year 2012. Al-

used in the aerospace industry, for alterna-

though the available data on this innovative

tive energy systems like wind turbines, for

business is comparatively shallow, we as-

oil and gas exploration on deep-sea drilling

sume that some 60,000 tons of carbon fibers

platforms, and for fuel saving in transporta-

were produced globally in 2012. In the same

tion in general.

year, an estimated 12,000 tons of carbon fi-

Equally importantly, in a commercial

ber waste was accrued; the years prior to this

world that is becoming increasingly aware

saw an additional amount of approximately

of the need to reduce, recycle, and reuse

4,000 tons that was undisposed of.
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As one of the few commercial op-

As it is clear that a broader under-

erations in this area, ECF recycled approxi-

standing and the development of innova-

mately 340 tons of carbon fiber waste and

tive and alternative applications for recy-

produced 170 tons of carbon fiber products

cled carbon fiber are the ultimate means

in 2012. The aim of ELG is to more than

to drive our recycling process, we are

treble the recycling ratio and manufacture

engaged in product development in close

about 600 tons by 2014.

cooperation with our recycling partners.
Closing the loop on the use and reuse of

06/4/3 Measures to be taken

carbon fiber – just as we have helped to
do with stainless steel and superalloys – is

To reach this goal, several measures have been adopted. We are introducing our vision to new customers and
suppliers in an attempt to increasingly develop the market for carbon fiber recycling.

Furthermore, we are
continuously improving and automating our
recycling process to
enhance the efficiency
and quality of the carbon fiber we offer.

/ G4 — 20–21
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0 7/
G R i - G 4 s p e c i f i c s ta n d a r d
disclosures

O p e r at i o n a l F o c u s
Material
aspects

Page

d m a , I ndicators ,
and Targets

“Compliance with
standards in the supplier
chain”, “Quality of
products and services”,
“Radioactivity protection
controls”

35–39

Ultimate target:*
zero radiation
alarms at customers

T i m eline

E x ternal
ass u rance

By the end of

None

2015

Compliance Focus
Material
aspects

Page

d m a , I ndicators ,
and Targets

T i m eline

E x ternal
ass u rance

“Integrity and compliance”, “Avoidance of
corruption”

40–44

Full rollout of SOl Project, thereby
implementing new Rules of Procedure at all applicable legal entities

By the end of

None

2014

Em p l oy e e F o c u s
Material
aspects

Page

d m a , I ndicators ,
and Targets

T i m eline

E x ternal
ass u rance

“Responsible employer”,
“Occupational health and
safety”

45–49

Execute ELG H&S Project, thereby
1. collecting data on the nature of
absenteeism at main operating
hubs in Duisburg, Rotterdam,
Pittsburgh, Sheffield, Hartford,
and Coseley, 2. analyzing data, and
3. identifying appropriate countermeasures

By the end of

None

2014

C o mm e r c i a l F o c u s
Material
aspects

Page

d m a , I ndicators ,
and Targets

T i m eline

E x ternal
ass u rance

“Sustainable increase in
corporate value”, “Inno
vation of new techniques”

50–52

Tripling carbon fiber
production

By the end of

None

2014

* Target desired, but in view of the natural occurrence of elevated radiation virtually unachievable
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/ GRI-G4 Content index

08/
gri-g4 Content index
General
standard
disclosures

Page

Comments and
cross-references

Ex ternal
A ssurance

S t r a t e g y a n d a n a l y sis
G4 — 1

6–7

None

ORGAN I ZAT I ONAL PROF I LE
G4 — 3
G4 — 4
G4 — 5
G4 — 6
G4 — 7
G4 — 8
G4 — 9
G4 — 10
G4 — 11
G4 — 12
G4 — 13

4
8, 13
16
10
12
8–11
15
14, 45
45
8–9
12

G4 — 14

19

G4 — 15
G4 — 16

20
20

None
None
None

See www.elg.de for details

None
None
None

See www.haniel.de/en/creditor-relations/financial-reports for details

None
None
None
None
None

See http://www.haniel.de/en/press/media-database/publications/
(pages 53 f. of the Annual Financial Report) for details

None
None
None

I d e n t i f i e d M at e r i a l a s p e c t s a n d b o u n d a r i e s
G4 — 17
G4 — 18
G4 — 19
G4 — 20
G4 — 21
G4 — 22
G4 — 23

12–13
4–5, 17, 22–25
25
25, 34–52
25, 34–52
—
—

See www.haniel.de/en/creditor-relations/financial-reports for details

None
None
None
None
None

No previous report available
No previous report available

None
None

S ta k e h o l d e r e n g a g e m e n t
G4 — 24
G4 — 25
G4 — 26
G4 — 27

23
22–24
16, 22–23
24-25

None
None
None
None

Report profile
G4 — 28
G4 — 29
G4 — 30
G4 — 31
G4 — 32
G4 — 33

5

—
5
4, U3
5
5

None

No previous report available

None
None
None
None

ELG did not seek external assessment for this report

None

Governance
G4 — 34

16

None

ethics and integrity
G4 — 56

40–44

None
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